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CARPRO was established in 2009 by people who love their cars with a mission to make 

exceptional detailing products available to enthusiasts. Our vision and advanced technology 

brought coatings like CQUARTZ to the market when they were still unknown to the Western 

Hemisphere. CARPRO was the original creator of nanotechnology car detailing products 

and continues to bring new professional car detailing products and innovative ideas to the 

masses. From interior coatings and cleaners to our most well-known ceramic paint coating, 

CQUARTZ, we have something for every car care need. Your vehicle deserves the ultimate 

protection and we offer the products that deliver professional results.

As a leader in detailing nanotechnology, CARPRO 
strives to offer the most complete line of in-house 
engineered products for all car care purposes.
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It can be used on paint, plastic, chrome, glass and 
alloy wheels. IronX works by forming a water-soluble 
complex with the iron particles lodged in the surface, 
allowing them to be rinsed free and cleaned deeper 
than washing or claying alone allows. 

• Power Iron Filings & Contaminants Cleaner
• Dissolves Iron Fallout
• Fast Acting
• Ensures Maximum Performance of Nano coatings

IronX’s advanced pH-balanced (pH-7) formula safely breaks 
down ferrous metallic contamination caused by automotive 
brakes, rail travel and construction from delicate vehicle 
surfaces. 

IronX

AVAILABLE IN: 500ML / 1L / 4L

Available in Original, Lemon Scent, concentrated 
Paste and Snow Soap formulas for stubborn 
contaminants, IronX is the original – and still the best 
– acid-free iron fallout remover.
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Features:

• Intensive Maintenance Shampoo
• Contains No Additives
• Fresh Aquamarine Scent

Features:

• Body Shop Safe Intensive Oil Remover
• Refreshing Scent
• Anti-Static Effect

Features:

• Intensive Water Spot Remover
• Fast Acting
• Safe on all CQUARTZ coatings

Reset Shampoo was developed as the perfect partner 
to nanotechnology sealants and coatings with cleaning 
properties tailored to their unique needs. Reset utilizes 
Intelligent pH Surfactants, which feature the strength of 
an alkaline cleaner, whilst remaining pH-neutral in solution. 
This helps to break down dirt and traffic films in order 
to maintain the coating’s hydrophobicity. Reset features 
strong lubrication, easy residue-free rinsing, an economical 
dilution ratio (500:1), and high foaming action. Reset is the 
perfect shampoo for maintaining your CQUARTZ coated 
vehicle’s beauty.

CARPRO Eraser is an intensive cleaner to remove oils, 
silicones and polishing dust from all hard vehicle surfaces 
to ensure maximum bonding performance of protection 
products, including the CQUARTZ line of nanotech coatings. 
Eraser can also be used as a post-polish inspection fluid to 
remove fillers and product residues, as well as a cleaner 
for automotive glass to remove heavy nicotine or traffic 
films. Eraser’s special blend of alcohols and surfactants is 
safe to use on delicate surfaces, and contains no harmful 
petroleum distillates.

Spotless paint is a beautiful thing, but difficult to maintain 
in a world of hard, mineral-laden water. CARPRO Spotless 
chemically breaks down the mineral deposits left by water 
droplets (otherwise known as ‘water spots’) before they 
can etch into the finish thus negating the need for time 
consuming abrasive correction and prolonging the life of 
the paint film. Spotless’s proprietary blend of carefully 
balanced acids safely breaks down mineral deposits on 
most hard materials, and can even be used on CQUARTZ 
coatings, helping you to keep your vehicle spot-free.

Reset Eraser Spotless

Features:

• Powerful Tar/Iron Filings & Contaminants Cleaner
• 2-in-1 Iron and Tar Fallout Remover
• Fast Acting; Time Saving

Features:

• Removes Tar & Adhesive Residues
• Fast-Acting, Natural Formula

Features:

• High foaming Action
• Tough on dirt; Gentle on Interior
• Preserves the leather’s strength and appearance

Blending the iron removing power of IronX with the tar-
dissolving capabilities of TarX. CARPRO TriX combines all 
decontamination needs into a single effective product. 
Perfect for time-pressed DIY or professional detailers, 
TRIX’s pH-balanced (pH-7) formula safely dissolves both 
organic and inorganic fallout in 1-step; thus streamlining 
the detailing process and saving time and money on full 
details. TRIX is ideal for use on most vehicle surfaces and 
is a customer favorite for the rapid deep-cleaning of alloy 
wheels.

Based on all-natural active ingredients, TarX dissolves 
stubborn tar, rubber, insect and adhesive residues without 
aggressive scrubbing, harmful chlorinated solvents, or 
other harsh chemicals. The fast acting formula is safe 
to use on most vehicle surfaces. Begins removing sticky 
contaminants on contact!

CARPRO Inside is an incredible cleansing solution for 
vehicle interiors of all shapes and sizes. Inside is specially 
formulated to clean vinyl, plastic, finished leather and  
a variety of interior surfaces!  Utilizing a high foaming mix 
of proprietary surfactants and gentle detergents, Interior 
is able to easily remove dirt, sweat, oils and all manner of 
soling on interior surfaces.

TriX TarX Inside
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Multi X comes in a concentrated formula capable of 
removing all manner of filth and unwanted soiling.  
We recommend diluting 1:20 for general cleaning or 
1:100 for high pressure cleaning applications.  Please 
note we HIGHLY recommend that you test on an 
inconspicuous are of any material before use! Use on 
unknown materials only at your own risk! 

The most important step in creating a work of art is a clean 
canvas. That is exactly where Multi X comes into play with 
excellent cleaning power that is completely safe for the 
surface when used as directed.  

MultiX

AVAILABLE IN: 500ML / 1L / 4L

New for 2019

10

As is the case with much of the CARPRO line, our 
products function in a full circle, meaning you can 
use this product as a pre wash cleanser but you can 
also use this product at the end of the wash cycle for 
deep cleansing and removal of many types of stains 
on a protected surface. CARPRO Multi X should always 
be diluted to suit the task and surface applied to.  

With its citrus scent Multi X not only smells fantastic 
but offers a great deal of versatility with uses both on 
the interior, exterior, engine bay, and more!



Features:

• 1-Step Nano Polish
• Body Shop Safe
• Fast Results

CARPRO Fixer is an advanced, 1-Step polishing compound 
featuring a blend of nanotechnology ingredients and 
sophisticated diminishing abrasive powders. It is capable 
of tackling a wide variety of paintwork correction needs 
from the removal of P1500 wetsanding scratches, to final 
finishing on most vehicle paints, including soft Asian 
clearcoats and hard scratch-resistant ceramic finishes.

Fixer

Features:

• Non-stick formula
• Easy to remove
• Versatile use

Immolube is a special mixture of surfactants and solvents 
made for reducing friction while sanding, polishing or 
claying painted automotive surfaces. Its slick, non-stick 
formula offers enough viscosity to reduce unwanted 
digging, and marring.

Immolube has no protective polymers and no gloss 
enhancers and is easy to remove with a wash or wipe. 
Immolube works wonders while using sanding discs for 
spot repairs or denibbing and is an excellent partner for 
priming your polish pads as well.

Immolube

Features:

• Removes Glass Imperfections
• Contains No Strong Solvents or Acids
• For Use By Hand, DA, or Rotary Buffer

CeriGlass represents a cutting-edge solution to glass 
correction with a blend of Ceramic abrasives, Cerium Oxide, 
and Nanotechnology ingredients. Replacing the messy 
glass polishing powders of old, CeriGlass safely removes 
severe water spots and light scratches without surface 
distortion, ensuring perfect clarity of vision and maximum 
driving safety. Can also be used on Plexiglass, Metal, and 
Chrome.

CeriGlass

Features:

• Primes surface for CQUARTZ or Reload
• Produces Extremely High Gloss
• Semi-permanent filling capabilities

CARPRO Essence is a unique blend of nanotech Quartz, 
high-gloss durable resins, and fine abrasives that are 
blended together at a microscopic level to form something 
truly groundbreaking!  CARPRO Essence leaves an amazing 
high gloss finish with semi-permanent fillers and protective 
capabilities all built in.

Features:

• Super-Fine Finishing Polish
• Body Shop Safe
• High Gloss and Reflectivity

Developed to create the ultimate gloss prior to application 
of CQUARTZ nano-coatings, Reflect represents the future 
of paintwork finishing technology. It features rapidly 
diminishing abrasives, sophisticated nano-particles and 
has been tested by professional detailers around the world. 
Reflect offers a fast working time, zero masking of defects, 
supreme ease of use, and the ability to deliver a consistent 
mirror finish on hard and soft paint types alike.

Reflect

Features:

• Extremely fast cut
• From 1000 grit and up
• Non dusting

• No wax, fillers, or silicone
• Body shop safe
• Hologram free

This compound provides extraordinary cut, and an 
impressive finish. With the capability of removing scratches 
as deep as P1000, CARPRO ClearCUT is the PERFECT tool 
for a 2-step job on any paint or even 1-step on many med-
hard paints.

ClearCut Essence

CUT10
7 GLOSS

CUT6
8 GLOSS

CUT2
10 GLOSS

CUT3
10 GLOSS

CUT8
0 GLOSS
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We listened to you when you told us it had to be easy 
to use, this added a few extra months to our process 
but we know you’ll love it. For the first time ever 
CQUARTZ UK 3.0 is easy to apply in a range from 
3ºC up to 40ºC. 

Keeping with the classic CQUARTZ UK wipe-on wipe-
off application it can be buffed immediately or left 
on for a few minutes while still buffing off super 
clean and easy. It’s the same great product usable by 
enthusiastic car lovers and Pro detailers alike.

We’ve worked tirelessly on this since 2017 and we’re excited to 
finally announce CQUARTZ UK Edition 3.0. We’ve increased 
the resistance to road salt build up, while keeping the same 
great chemical resistance of pH 3~14.

CQ.UK 3.0

Sizes: 10mL, Kit 30mL, Kit 50mL

As you would expect from CARPRO, we’ve stuck to 
our ethos, of under-promising and over-delivering, so 
as with all our coatings we promise a conservative 
18-24 months real-world durability.
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Features:

• Quartz Nanotechnology Coating
• Complete and Lasting Protection
• Suitable for Hot-Climates

Features:

• Nanotechnology Wheel & Trim Coating
• Restores and Protects Faded Trim
• Makes Wheels Easier to Clean

Features:

• Resists dye transfer
• Hydrophobic & Oil Phobic
• Chemical resistant, UV resistant

Treat alloy wheels, faded plastic, and rubber trim with 
CQUARTZ DLUX to restore their rich, glossy finish, and give 
them the lasting hydrophobic nanotech protection they 
deserve. These surfaces take a lot of abuse so CQUARTZ 
DLUX was given a thicker film build than conventional 
CQUARTZ coatings, and a 50% silica content by volume. 
When applied to plastic and rubber trim, CQUARTZ DLUX 
helps restore their gloss and color and protect them from 
future fading. On painted, polished or chromed wheels, 
CQUARTZ DLUX resists brake dust and road grime, 
eliminating the need for dedicated cleaners. 

The original quartz-based coating that put the latest 
advances in nanotechnology in the hands of detailing 
enthusiasts. CQUARTZ bonds to paint, glass, metal, 
and plastic at a molecular level, effectively becoming  
a functional element of the vehicle’s surface. This coating’s 
hard hydrophobic glass-like finish helps protect your vehicle 
from weathering, UV-damage, industrial and organic fallout, 
acids, alkalines, light wash-marring, and abrasion for up to 
2-years whilst making it easier to clean than ever before.

CQUARTZ Leather is the ultimate in protection for both 
leather and vinyl surfaces throughout your vehicle. Our 
new high tech formula was created using only the highest 
quality ingredients available and offers a beautiful “better 
than new” finish with no added gloss. It was designed 
to provide an excellent combination of soft tactile feel, 
extreme protection, and unbelievable durability. CQUARTZ 
Leather & Vinyl was specifically developed to resist stains, 
dirt, jean dye transfer, and UV rays for years to come. 

CQ DLUXCQUARTZ CQ Leather

Features:

• Hyper SLICK and smooth
• Also works great as a stand-alone Nano-coat
• Adds thickness to your existing coat when used as a top coat

Features:

• Withstand mechanical wear for up to a year
• Super-Hydrophobic, UV-proof, transparent
• Water & Stain Resistant

With GLISS, CARPRO brought new advances in 
nanotechnology to bare and designed an all-new hyper-
smooth, hyper-glossy and easy to apply ceramic nano 
coating that excels as a top-coat for all CQUARTZ coatings!

Utilizing modified long chain carbon fluorine polymers 
and enhanced nano-technology, GLISS provides increased 
resistance to, static buildup, dust retention, and many 
types of mineral and water stains.

 

The most durable protectant for textiles against water, 
liquids, dirt and stains. It does not affect the look, texture, 
breathability or color and it’s easy to use. Traditional 
coatings make Fabrics feel stiff and clog the weave of the 
fabric preventing breathability. Using nanotechnology, our 
treatment is small enough to attach to individual fibers, 
delivering superior performance characteristics without 
compromising look, feel, comfort; or clogging of the fabric 
weave.

Gliss CQ Fabric

Features:

• High Gloss Jeweling Coat
• Repairs Nano Coatings
• Adds layer of SiO2 Quartz protection

Essence PLUS is a unique SiO2 nano coating made from 
a distinct blend of ceramic coat repair agents, high gloss 
quartz resins, and hydrophobic nanoparticles. 

The concept behind Essence PLUS was an extremely glossy, 
semi-permanent nano-agent for repairing durable ceramic 
coatings, which may have been abused or mistreated over 
the course of time. Can also be used as a sealant.

Essence+

CUT0
10 GLOSS
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Paint protection films’ and plastics’ greatest enemy 
is UV damage, so CQUARTZ Skin was designed from 
with heavy UV blockers from the start. With both UVA 
and UVB resistant particles embedded into the nano-
structure of CQUARTZ Skin, you can rest assured it’s 
the best skin protection possible for your wrapped 
and plastic surfaces. 
 
CQUARTZ Skin also offers resistance to most 
chemicals, salt, and environmental damage as well 
as provides excellent UV protection. This highly 
specialized nano-coat adds a rich appearance to 
the surface along with unbelievable water and dirt 
repellency and expected durability of years.

CQUARTZ Skin was developed for application to a wide variety 
of paint protection films, vinyl film, clear bra, as well as soft 
and hard plastic trim.

When it comes to matte and satin films, as well as 
plastic pieces, one BIG challenge with using ceramic 
coatings has always been the high risk of applying to 
a surface that you cannot polish.  With CQUARTZ Skin 
that challenge has been solved. If a mistake is made 
or the coating is damaged or needs to be removed 
for any other reason, you can simply remove it with  
a stripping solution. No abrasives needed.

CQUARTZ Skin applies easily to properly prepped 
surfaces and can even be used on matte and satin 
wraps when used as directed. CQUARTZ Skin is easy 
to apply in all climates.

Skin New for 2019
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This Next-Gen technology utilizes an advanced hybrid 
nano-structural composition, which bridges the gap 
between ceramic and organic materials creating an 
extremely high-gloss, dense nano coat. This results 
in an extremely durable thick coating with advances 
in a variety of attributes, all unlike anything that has 
come before it. With our advanced “SiO2poxi” tech, 
the new Finest Reserve is extremely resistant to 
water spots, acids, solvents, ice, oils, dirt, UV, and all 
manner of environmental attacks.

CQUARTZ Finest Reserve is an extremely complex hybrid 
blend of SiO2 infused epoxy nano particles developed to carry 
the torch for the ultimate development of the CARPRO line of 
advanced nanotechnology coatings.

Finest 
RESERVE

Features:

• High Gloss
• Super durable
• Very low water spotting
• Fast flashing / Fast curing
• 3~13pH resistant
• High density / Anti-abrasive
• Highly hydrophobic: 110°; low sliding angle: 10°
• Apply to any surface except windscreens

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY VIA OUR APPROVED DETAILER NETWORK
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Each silica atom has multiple fluorocarbon molecular 
bonds to it, which creates a high-density structural 
coating. Once bonded to the surface, CQUARTZ 
Professional not only protects the gloss and depth, it 
enhances it. While increasing the hardness of the paint 
CQUARTZ Professional also rejects contaminants, 
bird and bug stains, and a variety of environmental 
fallout. Properly maintained, CQUARTZ Professional 
will last for years on end all while keeping your car 
glossier, cleaner, and easier to wash.

Based on advances over the past 6 years in CQUARTZ 
nanotechnology, this formula is infused with fluorocarbon 
composites and SiO2 with modified nanoparticles to provide 
an extremely reflective shine and rich, deep gloss.

Durability, long lasting hydrophobic effect, water 
spot resistance, and strong protection from both 
acids and base chemicals were all increased in this 
pro only version of CQUARTZ. Finally, we focused 
heavily on the versatility of application for a wide 
variety of climates and successful results for quality 
professional detailers around the world. CQUARTZ 
Professional can be applied on any surface except 
the windshield.

Features:

• Rain Repellent Glass Coating
• Increases Visibility
• Up to 6 Months Durability

Features:

• No degradation of the glass
• Slide off at 50 Km/h
• Up to 2 years durability

Features:

• Air Purifying Coating
• Lasts up to 1-Year on Vehicle Interiors
• Photo Catalytic Air Purifier

FlyBy Forte is a brand new technologically advanced 
windshield coating. Development of Flyby Forte was 
heavily based on the latest and most advanced mobile 
phone anti-scratch protection. Our inorganic Nano-tech 
coating was specifically designed for EXTREME semi-
permanent durability and long-term resistance to abrasion 
and chemicals. Flyby Forte was tested to over 40,000 real 
time wiper cleaning cycles, is UV stable, highly chemical 
resistant, and provides resistance to scratches and minor 
chips. Flyby Forte is the ULTIMATE in windshield and glass 
coatings!

FlyBy30’s advanced Silane barrier technology repels rain 
from automotive windscreen glass, enhancing visibility, 
and reducing the need for wipers at speeds above 30mph 
(45kmh). This significantly increases driver safety in bad 
weather, and also helps to reduce the adhesion of snow, 
ice, and bugs to all treated glass surfaces. FlyBy30 
easily withstands windscreen wiper abrasion and regular 
cleaning, allowing the coating to continue protecting for up 
to 6 months.

CARPRO So2Pure is a nano-scale TiO2 based photocatalytic 
automotive interior coating, which represents a huge leap 
forward in air purification technology. When exposed to 
light, So2Pure treated surfaces actively destroy even the 
toughest of odors and pollutants, leaving behind nothing 
but clean, fresh air. Those sensitive to allergens, traffic 
fumes, and other harsh odors will immediately appreciate 
the nasal serenity that So2Pure brings to vehicle interiors.

FlyBy FORTE SO2PureFlyBy30

Professional

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY VIA OUR APPROVED DETAILER NETWORK
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We take extra time to select the most experienced detailers with the best equipment to 

ensure the highest level of detailing work is delivered. Contact your nearest location to 

purchase CARPRO car care products.

FIND YOUR FINEST:

finest.carpro.global

Our exclusive network of certified detailers spans 
worldwide, bringing the hand-picked highest quality 
services near you.Finest
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HydrO2 Lite

AVAILABLE IN: 1L / 4L

HydrO2 Lite is one of our greatest innovations of all time. 
Now it’s even easier to use and available in a ready-to-use 
mixture.

HydrO2 Lite is easy to use in almost any environment 
and wont  streak if used properly.  Use it as a wipe-
less sealant or try the new “spray-on-wipe-off” 
method if you prefer. HydrO2 Lite doesn’t require any 
dilution and lasts 3 months or more. HydrO2 Lite can 
be used as a quick detailer or after every time you 
wash. It’s fast, easy, economic and with a long lasting 
“self-cleaning” effect.

• Ease of Use: Spray on and rinse off or “spray on–
wipe off”

• Versatility: Use on any surface
• Dirt and Water repellency
• Instant Vehicle Release: No cure time needed
• Resistant to nearly all acids, alkaline solutions 

and solvents
• Beauty: Instantly enhances the gloss, depth, and 

smoothness of your paint
• Ready to use
• Up to 3+ Months of Protection on All Vehicle 

Surfaces
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Features:

• Wipe-Less Silica Spray Sealant
• Up to 6+ Months of Protection on All Vehicle Surfaces

Features:

• Wash and Hydro2 Coat in one
• Gently lifts dirt
• Enhances the gloss, depth, and smoothness

Features:

• Quick application
• Hydrophobic energy
• Versatile use

HydrO2 is a revolutionary spray-on silica sealant which 
combines full nanotech protection with true wipe-less 
application. Simply spray your diluted mixture of HydrO2 on  
a wet vehicle surface, rinse off and watch the surface transform 
before your eyes, Adding protection and beauty to your vehicle 
has never been faster or easier than this. HydrO2 is formulated 
with the latest Nano Glass Fiber Technology, silicon-polymers, 
and fluoropolymers giving it immense hydrophobicity, 
slickness, gloss and chemical/UV resistance. HydrO2 can be 
used on its own as a sealant for all hard vehicle surfaces, or 
over any CQUARTZ coating for added protection and gloss.

CARPRO HydrO2 Foam is a pH Neutral surfactant designed 
to gently lift and remove dirt from solid surfaces in a safe 
and effective manner. HydroFoam was designed with  
a special lifting lubricant that not only allows the dirt to 
be lifted from the surface, but also provides lubrication to 
safely wash the paint when used as directed.

In the tradition of our HydrO2 line HydroFoam was 
formulated with Hydrophilic glass fibers, fluoropolymers 
and can be applied to all solid vehicle surfaces

Certainly Elixir originated from humble beginnings…. The 
brainchild of a few of the most devout CARPRO fanatics 
and aspiring chemists who simply asked “what if?”  Close 
your eyes and imagine for a moment… 

A product that offers the quick application of ECH2O with 
the hydrophobic energy of the industry leader in ceramic 
nanotechnology  CARPRO took this idea and expanded on 
it to create an absolutely phenomenal quick detailer that 
provides a FAST layer of depth, gloss, and hydrophobic 
energy to a variety of surfaces

HydrO2 HydrO2 Foam EliXir

Features:

• Waterborne Silica Spray Sealant
• Up to 4+ Months of Protection on All Vehicle Surfaces
• Adds Gloss, Hydrophobicity and Dirt Repellency

Features:

• Intensive Maintenance Shampoo
• Contains No Additives
• Fresh Aquamarine Scent

Features:

• Anti-Fog Agent
• Increases Visibility
• 2-in-1 Cleaner/Coating

Reload packs the glass-like gloss, hydrophobicity and dirt 
repellency of Silica nanotechnology in a convenient spray-
on, wipe-off sealant. Originally formulated to maintain the 
protection and finish of CQUARTZ coatings, Reload has 
also proven itself as a standalone sealant, where it can 
offer up to 4-months of protection on daily drivers. Reload’s 
easy to use waterborne formula can be applied to all vehicle 
surfaces, both dry and damp, making it perfect for quickly 
topping up your vehicle’s protection and shine.

CARPRO Perl is a water-based silicon-oxide multi-use 
dressing for trim and tyres. Safe to use on all interior and 
exterior plastic, rubber, vinyl and modern leather surfaces, 
Perl offers sophisticated UV-Inhibitors and an advanced 
waterborne acrylic-resin system to provide superior water-
repellency over conventional dressings. Perl restores 
richness of color to faded materials leaving behind a matte-
to-semi-gloss finish depending on the dilution level (Up to 
5:1), making Perl both versatile and economical.

Visibility should not be taken lightly, which is why we 
at CARPRO have created Fogfight: a superhydrophillic 
nanotechnology coating that prevents the formation of fog 
and mist on interior glass and mirrors. This coating’s unique 
surface structure prevents condensation from forming on 
all treated surfaces including windscreens, mirrors, and 
even optical glass to keep your vision clear. It’s time to 
bring the fight to fog!

Reload Perl Fogfight
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Features:

• High Gloss SiO2 Hybrid Detail Spray
• Safely cleans without swirls
• Works great even in direct sun

Features:

• Intensive Maintenance Shampoo
• Contains No Additives
• Fresh Aquamarine Scent

ECH2O was designed to work in harmony with ceramic 
coatings and provides easy cleaning of non-coated or even 
waxed surfaces. Based on a SiO2 hybrid framework and an 
eco-friendly organic lubricant solution, ECH2O safely cleans 
and glosses a variety of exterior vehicle surfaces with ease. 

Our solution to providing a swirl free and eco-friendly 
waterless experience is a blend of proprietary lifting agents 
combined with natural organic extracts and lubricants.

Reset Shampoo was developed as the perfect partner 
to nanotechnology sealants and coatings with cleaning 
properties tailored to their unique needs. Reset utilizes 
Intelligent pH Surfactants, which feature the strength of 
an alkaline cleaner, whilst remaining pH-neutral in solution. 
This helps to break down dirt and traffic films in order 
to maintain the coating’s hydrophobicity. Reset features 
strong lubrication, easy residue-free rinsing, an economical 
dilution ratio (500:1), and high foaming action. Reset is the 
perfect shampoo for maintaining your CQUARTZ coated 
vehicle’s beauty.

ECH2O Reset

Features:

• High Gloss Jeweling Coat
• Repairs Nano Coatings
• Adds layer of SiO2 Quartz protection

Essence+
Essence PLUS is a unique SiO2 nano coating made from 
a distinct blend of ceramic coat repair agents, high gloss 
quartz resins, and hydrophobic nanoparticles! 

The concept behind Essence PLUS was an extremely glossy, 
semi-permanent nano-agent for repairing durable ceramic 
coatings, which may have been abused or mistreated over 
the course of time! 

CUT0
10 GLOSS
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Spec info:

• 100% natural  
merino sheep skin
• 15x25 cm
• wool length: 6-8cm
• weight: 100g

Spec info:

• Size: 20x20”/28x40”
• Blend: 80/20
• Gsm: 540
• Edge: Orange Microfiber
• Color: Grey

Available:

• CQ applicator
• Ceri. hand polishing pad
• Perl applicator
• Tire swipe applicator
• Finger foam blocks

BOA Spec info:

• Size: 24x14” and 27x31”
• Blend: 70/30
• Gsm: 800
• Edge: Microfiber

MF Spec info:

• Qty: 10
• Size: 4x4” 8x8” and 16x16”
• Color: Orange / Peach
• Material: Microfiber Suede

Spec info:

• Size: 12” x 12”
• Advanced Rubber Polymer Tech.
• Level: Fine Grade
• Backing: MicroFiber Towel
• Color: Black / Blue
• Use: By Hand

Spec info:

• Size: 16” x 16”
• Blend: 80/20

The CARPRO Merino Wool Wash Mitt is the 
ultimate in luxurious gentle auto wash tools and 
is a must have for anyone who loves their vehicle 
or cares for their quality of work they provide on 
others.

Introducing the new CARPRO DHydrate Drying 
Towel! Designed to easily slide across the vehicles 
surfaces, the DHydrate towel easily pulls every 
drop of water off the surface leaving it spotless, 
shiny and ready to admire! Simply lay the towel 
over the surface and drag it slowly across surface 
and your ready to move on!

Introducing the CARPRO InnerScrub, an extremely effective interior mitt tool 
designed to clean nearly all-interior surfaces with ease!  InnerScrub is fabricated 
from a special blend of polyester and microfiber for removing difficult stains 
from all manner of surfaces!  This special blend provides deep yet simple 
cleaning to leather, textured plastics, vinyl, fabrics, and even rubber. 

When used in conjunction with CARPRO Inside, InnerScrub removes ground in 
dirt and stains much faster than traditional interior cleaning tools.

Use to apply CQUARTZ, CQUK, Finest, DLUX, CQ 
Fabric, CQ Leather, and other products.

Our CQUARTZ applicato allows you to easily 
change out applicator cloths as needed to ensure 
that no cured coating on the cloths can harm the 
paint.

Fat BOA Drying towel features a circular knitted raised 
microfiber cloth designed for drying paints and body 
surfaces of all types.

Suede MicroFiber towel is soft, smooth, and self-
absorbing.  The unique finishing process used in 
manufacturing provides a better finish and ease of use.

For professionals and enthusiasts alike the 
Polyshave Decontamination Towel is a simple 
and fast method to remove contaminants from 
the surface of exterior automotive finishes and 
glass.  Our Polyshave towel is the 3rd option in 
our Polyshave line and is constructed to last much 
longer than clay. 

Introducing the CARPRO GlassFiber. Designed for
easy streak free cleansing of glass, this high 
density microfiber weave provides maximum 
cleaning with minimum residue and streaking. 
GlassFiber is comprised of a specially designed 
exposed microfiber structure, wrapped over a 
thin sponge core to absorb liquids and improve its 
cleansing abilities!

CARPRO automotive masking tape is the perfect tool to protect your trim or sensitive areas 
while polishing and are perfect for automotive paint masking as well. Before you polish, mask
the adjacent trim and make the most important step that much easier!

Our masking tape provides excellent adhesion during use, yet pulls off clean with no residue 
when ready.  It contours perfectly to curves and body lines and is offered in 4 sizes (3/16”, 1/2”, 
1”, and 2”).

Merino wool wash mitt DHydrate

InnerScrub Applicators

Microfibers Polyshave

GlassFiber Masking tape



Spec info:

• Qty: 2 Gloves
• Size: One size fits all
• Material: Plush Microfiber
• Color: Orange

Spec info:

• Size: 3/5”
• Material: Wool+MF
• Harness: 600kPa
• Cell size: n/a
• Denisity: 12kg/m3

Spec info:

• 20x10x5cm

Spec info:

• Size: 3/5/6”
• Material: Polyurethane
• Harness: 330kPa
• Cell size: 73ppi
• Denisity: 37kg/m3

Spec info:

• White - Ultra Fine 100g.
• Green - Mild 100g.
• Yellow - Medium 100g.

Spec info:

• Size: 3/5”
• Material: 100% Rayon
• Harness: 1600kPa
• Cell size: n/a
• Denisity: 12kg/m3

Spec info:

Easy Fill Spout for:

• 4 Liter CARPRO Jugs
• 5 Liter CARPRO Jugs

Spec info:

• Size: 3/4/5”
• Material: Polyester+denim/velvet
• Harness: 3kPa
• Cell size: 80ppi
• Denisity: 30kg/m3

Our unique Microfiber gloves feature a soft plush 
microfiber weave. The versatile design allows you 
to clean and detail difficult areas, wipe away wax, 
polish, or even residue in tight spaces. These 
gloves help avoid leaving fingerprints during your 
final wipe down and don’t hinder dexterity one bit. 

The Cool Pad is a unique lambs wool and microfiber 
hybrid buffing pad with a patented design. A highly 
resilient, integrated air-cooling 3D structure acts 
as a breathing layer and combines pressure relief, 
thermoregulation, and moisture management in 
one high tech composed, finished product.

Purpose: cutting/compounding

Show your customers a side by side demo of 
Cquartz vs. wax or whatever other products you 
want to apply to it and demo next to it

The Flash spot pad was specifically designed to 
provide INSTANT spot defect removal in 8-10 
seconds flat.  The unique polyurethane foam 
allows you to easily remove heavy defects and 
powers through overspray, bird droppings, severe 
scratches, and almost any other type of marking 
that can be found on a painted surface.

This package of three detailing clay is a fantastic 
value quality clay bar kit. The kit comprises a Ultra 
Fine, mild and a medium grade detailing clay in the 
same pack. The clays themselves are a really nice 
texture and a nice touch is that each clay bar comes 
in a individual case within the main outer case.

High-strength rayon fibers ensure even and fast 
cutting/gloss polishing options for removing 
scratches from glass when paired with our 
Ceriglass compound.

CARPRO dispenser nozzle provides an airtight 
seal and a simple filling process for your CARPRO 
Spray bottles.  Simply flip the nozzle and allow 
the product of your choice to fill the spray bottle 
before flipping the valve closed again. No more 
lost product or spills!

With our CARPRO Velvet and Denim Orange 
Peel Removal pads you can now remove or 
substantially reduce orange peel in the top layer 
without sanding.  While removing orange peel 
and deep defects you are also polishing the paint 
rather than leaving sanding marks which reduces 
the steps needed afterwards. 

MF gloves Coolpad

Democar Flashpad

Clays Glasspad

Dispenser Denim/velvet



Spec info:

• Size: 3/5/6”
• Material: Foam+EVA
• Harness: 4kPa
• Cell size: n/a
• Denisity: 35kg/m3 

Spec info:

• Size: 2”

Spec info:

• Size: 3/5/6”
• Material: Foam + EVA
• Harness: 4kPa
• Cell size: n/a
• Denisity: 35kg/m3 

Spec info:

• Size: 3/5.5”
• Material: Microfiber

Spec info:

• Maintenance Bag
• 4oz Reset Maintenance Shampoo
• 4oz Reload Inorganic Sio2 Sealant
• 4oz PERL (Plastic, Engine, Rubber, & Leather Sealant)
• Ultra-Soft Orange BOA Towel

Spec info:

• Size: 6”

The CARPRO Polishing Pad is made of an open cell 
foam specifically designed for medium polishing 
on many paint types!  The dense elastomeric 
polymer foam interlayer provides the ability 
to easily maintain even pressure over curved 
surfaces whilst allowing vibration to be absorbed 
BEFORE it reaches the polishing surface.

Introducing the new CARPRO nano pads!  This 6 
piece set includes (2) CARPRO microfiber pads 
for cutting, (2) CARPRO polishing pads, as well 
as (2) of the incredible CARPRO Gloss pads for 
finishing. Our new 2” diameter CARPRO Nanopads 
work terrific with a variety of both electric and 
pneumatic mini tools, duel action, and rotary!

The CARPRO Gloss Pad is made of a unique 
Japanese open cell polyurethane foam specifically 
designed for finishing to a high gloss on many 
paint types! The incredibly ”fast rebound” foam 
makes it ideal for use with both Dual Action AND 
Rotary machines.  The dense urethane interlayer 
provides the ability to easily maintain even 
pressure over curved surfaces whilst allowing 
vibration to be absorbed BEFORE it reaches the 
polishing surface.

Introducing the latest compounding disc from 
CARPRO! The CARPRO Microfiber Cutting Pad 
was designed to offer the latest advances in 
microfiber pad technology to the tech looking for 
fast cut with less labor.  The microfibers allow you 
to introduce the abrasive solution across the entire 
surface in an even manner on a microscopic level 
while the foam interface provides both ventilation 
and an increase in even distribution of pressure 
across curved surfaces. 

Our CQUARTZ Maintenance kit is the perfect collection of care products to offer your clients 
when you release their vehicle to them.  It contains our critically acclaimed CARPRO Reset 
Maintenance wash, the incredible CARPRO Reload Sealant which amplifies gloss, and adds 
slickness and added protection, and the extremely versatile CARPRO PERL for use on plastic, 
engines, rubber, and leather.  It also includes a CARPRO BOA towel and instructional booklet 
on how to use the maintenance products.  The entire kit is contained in an attractive leather 
carrying bag that will fit into ANY trunk and double as the perfect car show companion!

Our CARPRO Wool Cutting Pad has been 
redesigned with an even more durable and dense 
foam interlayer.  It fits a 5” backing plate just right 
and tapers out to a 6” polishing face! It still utilizes 
the excellent short hair Japanese style wool design 
with a self centering hole to easily balance the pad 
while also aiding in a cooler pad and polishing 
surface while in use.

Orange pad Nano pads

Gloss pads

MF pads Maintenance bag

Wool pads
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